Important League Administration Contacts
Amy Finkbeiner(Director):
Cell: 810-499-4756
E-Mail: afinkbeiner@kvicehouse.com
Terri Hupp(Assistant):
Cell: 248-917-8088
E-Mail: terri@kvicehouse.com
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Regular Season Games
 (3) 15-minute Periods, run clock
 All minor penalties are 3 minutes
 Stop clock occurs only in the last 1 minute of the 3rd if the score is within 2 goals
o The referees are to notify the scorekeeper when to stop the clock if there
are any situations that arise that may call for it (Such as player injuries)

Playoffs/Championship Games
 Game format remains the same as regular season games with the addition of
overtime and timeout rules. These rules are as follows:
o Each team is allowed 1 timeout in the game
o If the games are tied after regulation, Overtime is as follows:
 1st – A 5 Minute, Sudden death overtime period. Played 5 on 5 with
stop clock
 2nd – A 3-man rotating Shootout
 3rd – Sudden death Shootout
 If the game is a playoff/championship game, it will always be noted at the bottom
of the scoresheet
 These scoresheets you will have to pick up before each game as players sign-in
at the front office
o If the game is in Hartland, players are instructed to sign-in with the
scorekeeper
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The scoresheets we hand out may look overwhelming but the information that we
actually need is much simpler. An example scoresheet has been included in this
packet. That said the main parts that we need filled out are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Penalties
Game Score
Player jersey numbers
Signed by both refs and the scorekeeper

Penalties
When recording penalties there are three things that we ask are completed:
 The name of the penalty
 If it was Home or Visitor
 Player Jersey #
o PLEASE make sure that the player can be tied to the penalty. Meaning if
#6 on the home team gets a tripping penalty then we need you to make
sure that there is a #6 listed on Home’s roster.
o There is not an exact spot to write this. We suggest listing it in the G/NG
column, but this is up to the scorekeeper as long as it is legible and
corresponds with the penalty and player
Do not worry about writing the start/end time of the penalty (that is not logged by us
but feel free to utilize for your own benefit), nor do you need to write the penalty minutes
unless it is a 10-minute.
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Jersey Numbers
Please make sure you are helping obtain missing jersey numbers. The missing
numbers will be highlighted after the first week. Players are instructed to come to you
during warm-ups but this does not always happen. Sometimes you can get one players
attention and ask for their help to send the guys over to you who’s number you do not
have. Now and then, they may be able to give you their numbers themselves. It is
important that we have these jersey numbers.

Adding Players on Scoresheet
Although teams can use subs it is important to note that you as the scorekeeper
CANNOT just add anyone onto the scoresheets. There are two types of subs allowed
to play. One is a sub that is registered on the roster by the team. They should only
need to provide you their jersey number. The second is a sub from another team from
our leagues. These players must give you their names and jersey numbers. It is also
helpful if they tell you their original team but not crucial. Regardless of what type of sub
they are, you cannot add them onto the sheet unless you CONFIRM that they have a
VALID HELMET STICKER on their helmet as well as get their FIRST AND LAST NAME
and JERSEY NUMBER. If they do not have a helmet sticker then it does not mater if
they are a sub on the roster or not. They are NOT allowed to play without a helmet
sticker. The refs are supposed to be checking for stickers as well. If the player is
registered and does not have a sticker then they just need to go to the front office and
obtain one. This is a very quick process if they are already registered. The stickers are
very important. The first week it is likely that Amy or Terri will be writing players onto
the rosters but the first week they are the only ones who should be writing a player’s
name on the roster. Weeks following, if one of them are to write a player on before a
game then they will initial (TH or AF) next to the players name. Overall the big thing is
they must have a valid helmet sticker and we need their first and last name as well as
their jersey number.
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Regarding the Scoresheet example on the following page:
 All areas highlighted are required to be filled out
o Only exception is that the jersey # does not HAVE to go in the highlighted
column but the player’s # MUST be recorded, legible, and written on the
same line as the penalty received.
 The start and end time of the penalty is optional and is more of a tool for you in
situations like match penalties
 If a player receives a double penalty (High Stick, Rough, etc.) DO NOT just
write the penalty and then put 6 minutes in the penalty minutes. Please do one
of the following:
o Write 2 lines. For example write the player twice for Rough
o Write only 1 line but make sure to write down Double (DBL) before the
penalty name
 Missing jersey numbers will be highlighted. Please help try and get those.
 Make sure to write the final game score. Tracking the goals scored in each
period at the top is up to you as long as the final score is correct.
 Disregard the shots and shots on goals sections
 Coaches are not required to sign the scoresheet as most teams do not have
one
 Both Refs and the scorekeeper need to sign the scoresheet. Refs MUST sign
at the end of the game. If they happen to sign the sheet before the game then
make sure that at least one of them double checks the sheet before you turn it
in.
 There will be stickers with information for you placed on the sheets
 Any schedule notes will be typed at the bottom. Notes that are important to you
will be highlighted.
 If a scoresheet has a player suspension listed, make sure to inform the Refs
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